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This paper demonstratesthat the optimal structureof taxation in a federal system of governments is one in which only lower level governmentsare allowed to tax, and the higher level
of governmentreceives its revenues as contributionsfrom the lower level governments.The
central inefficiency created when multiple levels are allowed to tax is a revenue externality
between governmentsthat is analogous to a common pool problem. A federal system with
multiple levels of taxing authorityresults in combined tax rates higher than would be optimal,
a higher excess burdenof taxation,and an inefficiency bias in governmentspending.

1. Introduction
Within a federal system of governments there are several ways to allocate the power of
taxation to provide revenues for all levels of government. The current structure in the United
States (U.S.) gives federal, state, and local governments the power to tax individual citizens.
Commonly there are more than three levels of taxing authority if special districts are included.
The current literature on optimal taxation contains little consideration of how the power of
taxation should be allocated in a federal system, and instead concentrates on the best way for
a single government to raise revenue across its tax instruments. This issue is also directly
relevant to whether international organizations, such as the United Nations (U.N.) or European
Union should have the power of taxation.
This paper demonstrates that allowing multiple levels of government the power of taxation
creates a common pool problem, with the result being that the combined tax rates of all governments are higher than would be optimal. The central idea is that a change in the tax rate of
one level of government affects the revenues of other levels of government, resulting in an
intergovernmental revenue externality. The adverse effects of allowing multiple levels of government the power of taxation are an increase in the deadweight loss of taxation, an inefficiency
bias in government spending, and possibly lower total tax revenue.
After showing these results, I discuss alternative taxing institutions to internalize the externality. In this paper I argue that the system where only states have the power of taxation,
and the federal government is financed through a system of contributions from the state governments, is the strictly preferred system of taxation in a federal system of governments. The
feasibility of this solution is discussed within the context of the fiscal system that was present
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Figure la. Tax Revenue and Excess Burden:One TaxingGovernment
Figure lb. Tax Revenue and Excess Burden:Two TaxingGovernments

underthe firstconstitutionof the United States, the U.S. Articles of Confederation(1777-1789),
and the current financing method of the United Nations Organization.An alternativetaxing
institution that also overcomes the problems inherent in a federal system was present in the
ConfederateStates of America duringthe AmericanCivil War(1861-1865). In this alternative
structure,states are allowed to submit revenues to the federal government(raised in any way
the state wants) to offset federally imposed taxes on the state's citizens.

2. The Problem with Multiple Taxation in a Federal System
Revenue externalitybetween governmentsis the main problemthat characterizesa system
where multiple governmentshave the power of taxation.This externalitycan be demonstrated
in a simple graphicalmodel. Assume that some originalgovernment,government1, is currently
levying a unit tax of the amount T, on a good producedat constant marginalcost. A diagram
of the impact of this unit tax is given in Figure la.
Now, suppose a second government,government 2, is allowed to tax this good as well
and levies a unit tax of the amountT2.The impact of this is shown in Figurelb. The combined
tax is now T1 + T2.The areas in Figure lb are divided into sections identifiedby letters.When
only government 1 was taxing the good, its tax revenue was the area correspondingto the
combined area of B + D, and the excess burdenof the tax was the area E. After the addition
of the second government'stax, the combined revenues of both governmentsare the area A +
B. Area B is the first government'snew level of tax revenue, and area A is the second government's tax revenue. The addition of the second government'stax lowers the revenues of the
first governmentby area D because of the additionalshrinkagein the tax base. Throughoutthe
remainderof this paper,the negative impact of one government'stax on the revenuesof another
government will be referred to as the intergovernmental revenue externality.

The combined revenues of both governments(area A + B) could either be smaller,larger,
or the same as the revenues raised by the first government(area D + B) when it was the only
governmenttaxing the good. Whethertotal tax revenue will rise, fall, or stay the same depends
on whether area A (the revenue of the second government)is larger,smaller,or the same as
areaD (the lost revenue of the firstgovernment).Which directiontotal revenuechanges depends
primarilyon the tax rate elasticity of the tax base.
Turningto the excess burdenof taxation, with both governmentslevying taxes, the com-
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bined excess burden is the area C + D + E, which is strictly larger than the original excess
burden of area E. A very important point in this analysis is that the portion of the new excess
burden given by area D is the lost revenue of the first government. Thus, the addition of the
second government's tax not only lowers the revenue of the first government, but it converts
that lost revenue into excess burden.
The situation depicted in the above model is descriptive of several real world taxes. For
example, both the federal and state governments levy taxes on tobacco, gasoline, individual
income, and corporate income. Other examples include federal import tariffs and state excise
or sales taxes both applying to the same goods. When either one of these governments changes
its tax rate, it will affect the revenues of the other government in a negative fashion. The
presence of these intergovernmental revenue externalities is a very important, but usually neglected, issue within public finance. The most extensive work done in this area concerned the
impact of the federal Tax Reform Act of 1986 on the revenues of state governments, which
was generally positive.1 Although this change concerned more than just the tax rate, it is an
example showing the importance of this phenomenon.
The reason this issue is so important is because governments tend to systematically ignore
the impact they have on each other's revenues.2 Take, for example, the recent proposals for a
federally imposed national sales tax. If imposed, this would result in a reduction in the size of
the retail sales tax base as the rate of sales taxation increased. The 45 states that already have
a retail sales tax would see a reduction in revenue at the current tax rate because of the shrinkage
in the retail sales tax base. This impact of a federal national sales tax has been completely
absent from the debate about the costs and benefits of this reform at the federal level.
One might think that a reform forcing governments to consider the impact of their tax
policy on other governments in a cost-benefit analysis would solve this problem. Unfortunately,
estimating the external revenue impacts on other governments would often be impossible. For
example, suppose that the tax of the first government in Figure lb was not a tax on the final
product, but an increased final product price due to taxes on inputs in the production process
(perhaps payroll or other taxes born by the firm and reflected in the cost of production). Without
knowledge of what the price of the product would be in the absence of the preexisting taxes,
it would be impossible to estimate both the external revenue impacts and the actual deadweight
loss of taxation. In addition, this example shows that the taxes need not be on the exact same
tax base for the externality to exist. Taxes on final products also affect taxes on factors of
production, and interrelated markets and income effects also produce these affects, a phenomenon that will be discussed later.
When governments ignore the impact of tax policy on other governments, it will result in
a systematic underestimation of the cost of taxation. This has serious implications for the efficiency of the government sector. In fact, there is strong reason to believe that these revenue
1 See Courantand Rubinfeld
(1987) and Ladd (1993) for discussions of this issue.
2 For

example, assume that the first governmentis the federal governmentand the second governmentis the state
government.The additionof the state tax generatesrevenuesfor the state of areaA and lowers federaltax revenuesby
area D. Area C representsthe additionalwelfare loss to consumersin the state. Area D is also partof the new excess
burden;however,it does not directlychange consumerwelfare, because it was previouslytakenfrom consumersby the
original federal tax. It does, however,representsome indirectloss in welfare throughreductionsin the output of the
federalgovernmentor higherfederaltaxes in other areas.Because federalrevenueand expendituresare split across all
50 states,this state'svoterswould have an incentiveto consideronly a very small fractionof areaD. A similarargument
can be made for why federalvoters would not considerthe full value of the impactof federal taxes on state revenues.
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externalities will result in the funding of more inefficient projects when multiple levels of
governmentare allowed to tax. For example, suppose the federal governmentis consideringa
projectthat creates a benefit of $100 million. Furthersuppose that the federalgovernmentcould
finance the project at a cost of $95 million (inclusive of relevant deadweightloss) throughan
increase in the federal income tax. This appearsto be an efficient project. However, the $95
million cost underestimatesthe total cost of the tax revenue because it ignores the negative
impact that the increase in the federal income tax rate has on state government revenues.3
Because the increase in the federal tax rate lowers the incentive to work, the income tax base
will fall, meaning that states will now collect less revenue at existing state income tax rates
(and sales tax revenues if consumptionfalls). Suppose that total state tax revenues fall by $6
million. Withoutan increase in the state income tax rates to offset this revenue reduction,state
expendituresmust fall by $6 million. This sacrificeof $6 million in state governmentspending
programs(or the $6 million in additionaltaxes the state must now raise) should be included as
costs in the federal decision-makingprocess. Including this cost, the total cost becomes $101
million-greater than the $100 million benefit.Because these costs are not considered,however,
a programin which total economic cost exceeds the benefits may easily pass, even througha
political process that is apparently efficient. Thus, revenue externalities cause an inefficiency
bias in government spending because they lead to an underestimation of the true cost of
federal (and state) taxation.

An interestingextension of the above model is to continue with the optimal reactions of
the first governmentwhen the second governmentintroducesits tax. Returningto the example
of a nationalsales tax, recall that state governmentsales tax revenues will fall with the addition
of the federal sales tax. State governments must now decide how to cope with this loss of
revenues.One reactionmight be for states to raise state sales tax rateseven further.This increase
in state sales tax rates will, in turn, lower federal revenues from the national sales tax. The
federal governmentmay then attemptto maintainrevenues by raising its nationalsales tax rate,
which furtherreduces state tax collections.
A paper whose results can be easily interpretedwithin this frameworkis Flowers (1988).
Under the assumptionthat the governments'objectives are leviathanrevenuemaximization,she
demonstratesthat when two governmentsare allowed to tax the same good, the combined tax
rate will lie on the backward-bendingportion of the Laffer curve. To understandthe logic
behind her result, consider Figure 2a and b.
If only one government taxes a particulartax base, it could maximize tax revenue by
setting a tax rate correspondingto the point at the peak of the Laffer curve. This is shown in
Figure 2a. At point A, the governmenthas maximized its tax revenue at a level of R1 with a
tax rate of T1. Now suppose that a second governmentis given the option of also taxing this
tax base. It must be true that the second governmentcould generatepositive revenue through
a tax on this tax base comparedwith not taxing it. Thus, there is a revenue incentive for the
second government to levy a positive tax rate. Figure 2b shows the impact of this double
taxation.The governmentsare now operatingat point B on the Laffer curve, with a combined
tax rate of T1 + T2 and combined tax revenues of both governmentsof RI + R2. To identify
the revenues received by each government requires a straight line drawn from the origin to
point B on the Laffer curve. Point C shows the revenue of the first government(R1)where the
3 See footnote 2 for an explanationof why the politically relevantdeadweightloss will not include the full value of the
loss in the other government'srevenue.
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Figure 2a. Tax Revenue:One TaxingGovernment
Figure 2b. Tax Revenue:Two TaxingGovernments

revenue line intersects the tax rate. The difference between the combined revenue of both
governments (R1 + R2) and the revenues of the first government (R1) shows the revenues raised
by the second government (R2). The point of this model is to show that the second government,
acting in its own interest, may undertake a policy that is beneficial to it (in generating more
revenue), but that results in an outcome on the backward-bending portion of the Laffer curve.
Of course, the first government may now alter its tax rate in response to the second government
imposing the tax. The Nash equilibrium result for this problem, as derived by Flowers, remains
on the backward-bending portion of the Laffer curve. The intuition is that reductions in tax
rates from this point create external revenue benefits. The government reducing its tax rate
would lose revenue, while the other government would gain revenue. The combined revenue
of both governments would rise because the gains outweigh the losses. This external benefit,
however, is not individually incorporated into the decision-making calculus of each government.
This result implies that a single monopoly taxing authority can raise more revenue (taxing
at point A, the peak of the Laffer curve) than the combined revenues of two taxing governments.
Total social welfare is also lower with two governments because the resulting revenues could
have been raised by a single monopoly government operating on the lower portion of the Laffer
curve.4 Although it may, or may not, be realistic to assume that governments are leviathan
revenue maximizers, the main idea is that combined state and federal taxes (on income for
example) may be higher than would be optimal because of intergovernmental revenue externalities.5 In addition, the importance of this phenomenon is clearly increasing as government
budgets become more pressed for revenue.
4 Interpretingthe result in

this way has importantimplicationsfor empiricaltests of the leviathanmodel of government.
Empiricalpapers often test the leviathanmodel by estimatingwhethertotal revenues rise or fall with the numberof
governmentsin a country (Oates 1985; Nelson 1987; Forbes and Zampelli 1989; Zax 1989). The logic has been that
with a fewer numberof governments,there is less intergovernmentalcompetition,and thus more power to extracttax
revenue. The result here is that revenues decrease with the numberof taxing authorities,not because of beneficial
interjurisdictional
competition,but because of the overtaxationof the tax base pushingthe governmentsonto the backward-bendingportionof the Laffer curve. It is relativelystraightforwardto extend the model to the case of n governments, and the result is that the combined tax rate increases with the numberof taxing governments,but combined
revenuesfall.
5Readersfamiliarwith the industrial
organizationliteraturemay draw a comparisonbetween the overtaxationproblem
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In the above models, one might assume that the revenue externalities are due to both
governments taxing the same tax base. An idea often proposed in public finance is that the
power of taxation should meet the separation norm, where each government has its own tax
base. Even if the separation norm is met, however, and each government taxes a different tax
base, the revenue externality will still be present through interrelated markets and income effects.
An increase in the federal income tax, for example, will reduce earned income, reducing consumption, and thus state retail sales tax revenues.6 Excise taxes on specific goods also are
affected, as well as tax revenues derived from taxes levied on factors of production. The phenomenon of intergovernmental revenue externalities is not confined to cases where governments
tax the same base, but in fact is the norm across all forms of taxation.
The problem present when two governments have the power of taxation is analogous to
a common pool problem. When the right to tax is held in common by at least two governments,
the tax base will be over-utilized because of the failure of one unit to consider the impact of
its actions on the other unit.

3. The Optimal Structure of Taxation in a Federal System: A Coasian Model
In the state of Louisiana, within each parish, multiple jurisdictions are allowed to levy a
sales tax without consulting or cooperating with any other jurisdiction. The state legislature has
attempted to control this problem by setting an upper bound on the combined level of the sales
tax rates (Beck 1993). Setting a maximum limit on the combined tax rates of the governments
is one possible solution to the problem. This solution, however, requires that the policy makers
who implement the maximum limit be independent, unbiased observers with perfect information. An alternative method for controlling this problem is to design a system where the external
revenue impacts are internalized. Because the externality is due to the common property nature
of the right to tax, following the Coase theorem (Coase 1960), one way to correct this externality
is to assign the right of taxation to a single level of government, the one that could make the
most out of that right. The use of the term "right" within the context of the power of taxation
is used here to describe a situation where a single government is given the exclusive use of the

in a federal system and double marginalizationbetween a monopoly productionfirm and its downstreammonopoly
retailer(Spengler 1950; Bresnahanand Reiss 1985; Tirole 1988, ch. 4). In this model, if both firms maximize profits
independently,the final retail price of the productwill be higher than the monopoly price, and the profit of the two
firms will be smallerthan the maximumprofitpossible if a single firm operatedboth stages (verticalintegration).The
similaritywith the federalismmodel is in the impactthat the increasedprice of one firm has on the sales, and thus the
profits, of the other firm. Within the context of the downstreammonopoly problem, this is called the basic vertical
externality,or the price externality.Because the total unit sales are a common base for both firms, a price increaseby
one firm exerts an externalimpacton the revenuesof the other firm.
6A
paper whose results are somewhatrelated to this issue is Wagoner(1995). He considers the optimal provision of
public goods in a case where there are two distinct governments,and two tax bases, each governmentrestrictedto
taxing only one base. The objective of the governmentsin his model is to maximize the utility of the representative
citizen. He finds that the addition of a second governmentstill leads to an increase in the combined tax rate, even
though the governmentsare taxing separateand distinct tax bases. The logic behind this result is that the external
revenue impact is still presentbecause the additionof the second tax creates an income effect which lowers the level
of economic activity undertakenin the originaltax base. Thus the result of higher combinedtax rates is not dependent
on the assumptionsmade about the objective function of government(leviathanrevenue maximizingor social welfare
maximizing)nor on whetherthe two governmentstax the same tax base or two differentand distinct tax bases.
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Figure 3a. Tax Revenue:Nash Equilibriumfor Two TaxingGovernments
Figure 3b. Tax Revenue:One TaxingGovernmentundera ContributionMechanism

power of taxation.7The problems present in the previously discussed models are due to this
right being sharedin common. Thus, the similaritywith the Coase theoremis that the optimal
solution is generatedwhen there is a well-defined and enforced right to the exclusive use of
the power of taxationwithin the geographiclocality. Thus, allowing only one level of government to have the power of taxation is consistent with a Coasian model of federalism.8
This idea is similar to the system of taxation present in the U.S. under the Articles of
Confederation,and the currentsystem in the United Nations, where one level of governmentis
given the sole power of taxation and the other relies on contributionsfrom the taxing governments. In real-worldcases of this type of federal system, the subfederallevel was allowed to
tax and the federal level received its revenues from the lower level governments.9
There are two ways to show that the assignment of the right of taxation to a single governmentsolves the externalityproblem.Returningto the Laffer curve diagramin Figure 3a, the
Nash equilibriumresult for two revenue-maximizinggovernments occurs at point A. Now,
considerwhat would happenif the right to tax was given only to government1, and government
2 received its revenues by assessing government1 an amountequal to the revenue government
2 raised when it had the power of taxationin Figure 3a. The impact of this is shown in Figure
3b. Government1 would now be faced with having to raise revenue to supportboth its own
activities and the activities of the other government.This governmentwould find that it could
tax at the peak of the Laffer curve (point C) generatingrevenues of R1.The governmentcould
then send R2 of revenue to the second government,leaving government1 with R1 - R2revenue
7 Whetherthe power of taxationshould be considereda "right" is clearly debatable.Within some definitions,such as

Rand (1967), it could not be considereda right;underothers, such as Holcombe (1994), it could be considereda right.
Given the ambiguityof this issue, I do not want to make a claim in eitherdirection.The use of the rightsconcept here
provides some clear intuitioninto the problem,especially in referenceto the common pool problem,and is used solely
for this purpose.
8 The solution to the double marginalizationbetween a monopolyproductionfirm and its downstreammonopolyretailer
in the industrialorganizationliterature(see footnote 5) is to have the upstreamfirm levy a fixed franchisefee against
the retailer,and let the retailerset the price of the product.In this manner,only one firm (the retailer)is in charge of
maximizingthe profitsand the othercan capturesome of those profitswithoutexertingan impacton the pricingdecision
of the retailerat the margin.This closely correspondsto the case where one level of governmentis given the monopoly
power of taxationand the other level(s) of governmentare supportedby revenuesdirectlyfrom the taxing government
througha system of fixed fees.
9 This structureof taxationhas been called reverserevenue sharingby authorssuch as Lee (1985, 1994).
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left over for its own use (shown by point D). This is strictly more revenue for government 1
than was available at point B when both governmentswere imposing direct taxes. The main
idea is that with only one governmenthaving the power of taxation, there is no incentive to
move onto the backward-bendingportion of the Laffer curve. Given any fixed assessment of
revenue by the second government,the first government'snet revenues (after subtractingthe
contribution)will still be maximized at the peak of the Laffer curve. Any movement onto the
backward-bendingportionof the Laffercurve would hurtthe revenuesof the taxing government
and leave the revenues of the assessing governmentunchanged.Thus, the Coasian assignment
of the exclusive right of taxation solves the problem of overtaxation because it internalizes
the revenue externality.

To this point, little argumenthas been made about which level of governmentshould have
the sole power of taxation.The next section of this paperwill explore this idea in furtherdetail.

4. Revenues and the Excess Burden of Taxation in a Federal System
Because of the interjurisdictionalcompetitionpresent at lower levels of government,one
might assume that the revenue raising potentialof the federal governmentwould be largerthan
the revenue-raisingpotentialof a system of state-onlytaxation.This factorwould not be present,
however, in a system of state contributionswhere each state was assessed a fixed percent of
the federal budget. Because all states must come up with the money requestedby the federal
government,all states would have to increase tax rates. The competitionbetween states would
only come into play when the states were deciding how to raise the revenue. If both California
and Floridawere assessed a certainsum of money, the competitionbetween states would focus
on how to raise the taxes in the most efficient way possible. Thus, this system creates an
incentive for all tax revenue (the state's own revenue and the revenue collected for the federal
government)to be raised in the most efficient mannerpossible. Having states raise the entire
system's tax revenue puts intergovernmental competition between the states to work in a way
that will enhance the efficiency with which federal government revenue is raised.

A second major conclusion is that states can raise more revenue than the federal government (or at least the same amountof revenue at a lower deadweightcost). With heterogeneous
states, the federal government,which is constrainedto levy equal tax rates across all subfederal
jurisdictions,cannot raise as much revenue as a system of subfederalgovernmentswho could
levy differenttax rates.
Following the Ramsey optimal tax rule, total deadweightloss is minimizedwhen tax bases
are taxed at different rates depending on the elasticities.10Thus, to minimize the welfare cost
of taxation, tax rates should be different in every state depending on the elasticity of the tax
base in the state. The U.S. federal governmentis, however, constrainedto levy equal tax rates
across all states." This constraintmeans that federaltaxes are strictlyworse, in a welfare sense,
than state taxes that can be independentlyset for each state.
When each state is able to set a differenttax rate correspondingto the natureof the state's
tax base, states can raise any given amount of total revenue with less excess burdenthan the
10See the familiarderivationof
Harberger(1963) based on Ramsey (1927).

See Brennanand Buchanan(1977, 1980) for other interestinginsights into the effects of the constraintthat federaltax
rates must be equal across states.
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federal government.An alternativeway of stating this is that for any given excess burdenof
taxation, states can raise more revenue than the federal government.Even the fact that price
levels differ across states implies that federalincome tax rates (based on nominalincome) apply
differenttax rates to the same level of real income across states. Thus, even if the optimal tax
rateson real income were identicalacross states,the federalgovernmentcould still not minimize
the welfare cost of taxation.
A graphicalmodel can be used to demonstratethe general propositionspresentedabove.
Figure 4 contains a graphicalrepresentationof the Ramsey inverse elasticity rule appliedto the
case of two states.12Appendix 1 contains a mathematicalderivationof this model. In the graph,
each axis measuresthe tax rate in the state. The isoexcess-burdencurve shows all combinations
of the two states' tax rates that create a total combined excess burdenof the amountEBo.The
slope of the isoexcess-burdencurve is equal to the ratio of the marginalexcess burdenof the
two taxes (note the similaritywith isoquant/indifferencecurve analysis). The isoexcess-burden
curve is necessarilyconcave to the origin because the excess burdenof taxationincreaseswith
the square of the tax rate. The isoexcess-burdencurves are everywhere dense, and any curve
furtherfrom the origin representsa higher level of excess burden.The isorevenuecurve shows
all combinationsof the state tax rates that generateidentical combined revenue of the amount
R0. The isorevenue curves are also everywhere dense, and any curve furtherfrom the origin
representsa higher level of revenue. The slope of the isorevenue curve is equal to the ratio of
the marginalrevenue from the two taxes. The isorevenue curve is necessarily convex to the
origin because the additionalrevenue from an increase in the tax rate is diminishingin the tax
rate. In fact, the Laffer curve relationshipwould imply that eventually the isorevenue curves
12To

my knowledge, this graphicalrepresentationof the Ramsey rule has never been done. A teacherof public finance
may want to give this model furtherthought.I use it in my undergraduateclass to derive the Ramsey rule without
calculus. As long as studentsunderstandthe indifferencecurve analysis, they can easily understandthis model with
the simple ideas of diminishingmarginaltax revenue in the tax rate and increasingmarginalexcess burdenin the tax
rate. Some very simple algebrayields both the condition that the ratio of the tax rates must equal the inverse of the
elasticity ratio, and the idea that the solution requiresequatingthe marginalexcess burdenper marginaldollar of tax
revenue across tax bases.
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would turn back on themselves and have a positive slope. This feature will become important
in an extension of this model.

The Ramsey tax problemis to minimize the excess burdenfor any given level of revenue.
For the level of revenue shown by Ro, the Ramsey solution corresponds to point A, with the

tax rates denoted in the figure with asterisks.If one were to tracethe expansionpath connecting
all such points of tangency, they would all lie on the straight line denoted in the figure as the
"Ramsey

Line." At everypoint

along this line, the ratio of the tax rates is equal to the inverse

of the ratio ofn themela es
and for the tax bases. Thus, all points satisfyingthe Ramsey
inverse elasticity rule lie along this line. In addition,one may use the equality of the slopes of
the two curves to illustratethat the marginalexcess burdenper marginaltax revenue dollar is
equal across both states along the Ramsey line.
The model developed in Figure 4 can be extended to analyze the excess burdencreated
by the forced equality of federal tax rates across states. This is done in Figure 5, which shows
the solution from Figure 4 as point A. Added to this figure is a 45? line from the origin
representingall combinationsof tax rates in the two states that are identical. The federal governmentmust remain along this line, as they are constrainedto levy equal tax rates in the two
states. To raise the same amount of revenue generated at point A would require moving along

the Ro isorevenue curve to where it meets the 45? line at point B. Thus, for the federalgovernment to raise this amount of revenue would require an excess burden of EBI, which is strictly

largerthan the excess burdencreatedby the states raisingthis revenue (EBo).As was mentioned
before, the corollary of this result is that for the same amountof excess burdenassociatedwith
the federal tax (EBI), the states could generatea higher level of revenue (R,) by moving along
the isoexcess-burdencurve to point C. One needs only to draw an analogy to the monopoly
price discriminationmodel to see the revenue benefits of allowing tax rates to differ among
heterogeneousgroups. 3
A final extension of this graphicalmodel is to consider the maximumrevenuepotentialof
13

Note that it would requirevery large differences in tax rates across states if states want to levy tax rates that bring
about the Ramsey result for the combined state and federal tax rate. In addition,the differentialacross states would
need to grow as the federaltax rate becomes higher.
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the government. Figure 6 shows a more comprehensive version of the isorevenue curves that
includes the backward-bending portion of the Laffer curves. The main characteristic present in
this extension is that beyond some tax rate T*, tax revenue falls with marginal increases in the
tax rate. The exact inflection points of the isorevenue curves would be at the tax rates that
maximize tax revenue in each state, denoted with asterisks. There is a "satiation point" (point
A) where the combined revenue from both states is maximized at R4 (associated with the tax
rates that maximize revenues in both states). Brennan and Buchanan (1980) show that this point
must satisfy the Ramsey rule (and thus it must lie along the Ramsey line). In other words, the
maximization of revenue across two tax bases requires setting the two tax rates in a manner
than satisfies the Ramsey rule.
Consider the revenue potential of the federal government when it is constrained to levy
equal tax rates across the two states. Along the 45? line, maximum revenue occurs at point B,
where the line is tangent to the highest isorevenue curve. Note that the highest possible level
of revenue for the federal government is R2, which is smaller than R4. Because the two states
have different tax rates at which revenue from the state is maximized, the federal government
must set its rate as a weighted average of these two maximizing rates. Thus, the federal rate
will be higher than the revenue maximizing rate in one state (here state B) and lower than the
maximizing rate in the other state (here state A). Because of this weighted averaging process,
the federal tax rate will lie on the upper (or backward-bending) portion of the Laffer curve in
one state and on the lower portion of the Laffer curve in the other. The main conclusion here
is that if states are heterogeneous, two states have the potential to raise more revenue than a
federal government who must levy equal tax rates across the two states. Thus, even a revenuemaximizing federal government could raise more revenue under the state contribution mechanism than it can with its own taxes when it is constrained to levy equal tax rates across states.14
14Note several things. First, to satisfy the Ramsey rule, the equimarginal principle (equating the slopes of the curves)
requires that the ratio of marginal tax revenues equals the ratio of marginal excess burdens. Rearranging terms yields
that the marginal excess burden per dollar of marginal revenue must be equal across the two states. In the federally
constrained case, the marginal excess burden per dollar of revenue is higher in the state with the more elastic tax base.
Second, although the isoexcess-burden curves are not shown in Figure 6, one may envision how they would appear.
Depending upon the shapes of the curves, total excess burden at point A may be either higher, lower, or the same as
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Beyond the increasedefficiency of tax revenue collection, and the potentialfor higher tax
revenue for the entire system, a state-level monopoly in the power of taxationwould also yield
other beneficial gains, particularlyin the compliance costs of tax collection. Because the best
way to administertaxes may differ across states, state-level competitionwould result in more
innovation in the area of tax collection. Some states may become testing grounds for new
innovations such as the flat tax.15
The conclusion from this section is that from the revenue side, a system of state-only
taxation is the preferablealternative.In this system, the federal governmentmight assess each
state a fixed share of the federal budget as is done currentlyin the United Nations.16

5. Efficiency Impacts of State-Only Taxation on Government Spending
There is reason to believe that expenditurepatternsmay also systematicallydiffer undera
system where only state governmentshad the power of taxation.One reason is that with lower
excess burdens of taxation, more spending projects become efficient to undertake.However,
otherimpactswould be more influential.Most notably,the incentiveto undertakespecial interest
spending would fall as the cost of taxes is more concentrated.In the currentsystem, very few
individuals would devote resources to resist a federal tax increase of $5 per person, but in the
proposed system, a state would bear the cumulativecost for all of its citizens, giving it a larger
incentive to fight againstfederal governmentspecial interestprogramsthat do not yield benefits
beyond the costs. The state of California,for example, with a populationof 31.4 million, would
standto lose $157 million from a $5 per personfederaltax increase.Lee (1985, 1994) mentions
that if the state contributionrates to the federal governmentare set equal to a fixed percentof
state tax collections, an interestingcost saving incentive would be present. If the state had to
turn over to the federal governmenta percent of its tax revenues, the state could gain anytime
it could reduce the cost of providing goods and services. That is, for any given level of state
governmentproduction,the less tax revenue that needs to be raised to finance it, the lower the
state's contributionto the federal government.17
As was discussed in a previous section of this paper,the revenueexternalitiespresentwhen
two levels of governmenthave the power of taxationcause a systematicunderestimationof the
cost of federal and state taxation.When only one level of governmentis grantedthe power of
taxation, all of the revenue impacts are internaland the governmentwith the monopoly power
of taxationwill take into account the full impact of tax rate changes on the tax base. Thus, for
example, if a state decided to increase its income tax rate, it is the one that would suffer the
total excess burdenat point B. The intuitionis thatthe largercombinedstaterevenuecan be divided into (i) the original
revenuefrompoint B now raisedat a lower excess burdenand (ii) the additionalrevenueraisedwhich createsadditional
excess burden.The relevantquestionis whetherthe decreasedexcess burdenon the federal-equivalentrevenueis larger
or smallerthan the increasedexcess burdenfrom the higher state revenue.
15
Regardingthe administrativecosts of taxation, some authorshave theorizedthat there are economies of scale in tax
collection, implyingthatfederaltax collection is less costly thanstate-levelcollection.The existence of these economies
of scale has never been found in empiricalstudies on this issue, however.
16 As Lee (1985, 1994) points out, however,the assessmentshares should be establishedin a way that discouragesrentseeking by the states to change the assessments.This could be accomplished,for example, by setting these rates in an
inflexible formulaspecified in the U.S. Constitution.
17Lee also discusses several other efficiency-enhancingfeatures of a system where only states impose taxes and the
federal governmentis funded througha system of grantsfrom the states.
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entire consequences of the decline in the income (and sales) tax base. Thus, a system of stateonly taxationwould result in an increasein the efficiency of governmentas the cost of taxation
would no longer be systematicallyunderestimated.
It appearsthatfrom both the taxationand expendituresides of public finance,the arguments
seem to suggest that allowing states to have the monopoly power of taxationis the preferable
outcome. Eliminatingthe federal power of taxationmay appearradical,but only to those who
are unfamiliarwith American history and the workings of organizationssuch as the United
Nations. The next section of this paperdiscusses several practicalissues presentunderthis type
of financingsystem duringthe early U.S. experience and the experience of the United Nations.

6. How Practical is a System of State-Only Taxation?
The United States was governedby the Articles of Confederationfor over a decade before
the U.S. Constitutionbecame effective on March4, 1789.18Underthe Articles of Confederation,
the federal governmentdid not have the power of direct taxation, but ratherrelied on contributions from state governments. One often-heardcriticism of the Articles is that it was an
inadequatedocument for financingthe federal governmentbecause states were often reluctant
to pay their contributions.19
The collection rate experiencedby the federal governmentunder
the Articles over all of its requisitionsto the states was approximately50%. This figure has
been used by many to conclude that the system presentunderthe Articles was inadequate.This
conclusion, however,is based on a comparisonwith the collection rates the federalgovernment
receives today from its direct taxes on citizens. When this collection rate is viewed with respect
to the states' collection rates at that time, and the federal government'scollection rate during
the early 1800s, after it obtainedthe power of direct taxationunderthe new U.S. Constitution,
a much different picture emerges. The collection rate under the Articles was, in fact, higher
than the collection rate experienced by the states from their own citizens during this period,
and also higher than the federal government'scollection rate from individual citizens in the
early 1800s when it did use its new power of direct taxation.20The new federal government's
collection rate was so poor that PresidentJefferson did away with all direct taxes on citizens
in 1802. They were reimposed for a few years during the War of 1812, but collection rates
never exceeded 50 percentand the tax was repealedin 1817. Direct federaltaxes were not again
used until the Civil War, when the federal government created the Commission of Internal
Revenue in the TreasuryDepartmentrevolutionizingthe process of tax collection in the United
States. The point is that the federal government's"poor" collection rate from the states under
the Articles of Confederationwas actually quite good comparedwith the collection rate from
individuals at that time. This analysis calls into question the widely accepted view that the
Confederationwas passed by the ContinentalCongresson November 15, 1777, but was not ratifiedby
the states until March 1781. Nonetheless,the ContinentalCongress'requisitionauthorityover the states,given to them
in the Articles, was first exercised on November22, 1777.
'9 For a discussion of the workingsof the Articles, see Jensen (1940). Studenskiand Krooss (1963) and Bullock (1979
[1895]) both give a detailed accountof governmentfinancesduringthis period.
20 Data on
requisitionsis from Bullock (1979 [1895]). Studenskiand Krooss (1963) state that in both colonial times and
under the Articles, state taxes were only paid by the patrioticand conscientious,with widespreadevasion and inefficiency. The firstfederaldirecttax underthe new U.S. Constitutionwas levied in July 1798 on population,house values,
and land. As of 1801 only half of the total amountdue had been collected.
18 The Articles of
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Articles provided inadequate funding for the federal government relative to giving the federal
government the power of taxation. The second implication of this analysis is that the "low"
collection rate experienced during the late 1700s cannot be used to infer what might happen
today under a system like that present under the Articles.
The delegates who wrote the new U.S. Constitution decided to give the power of direct
taxation to the federal government. The delegates at the constitutional convention were fighting
to secure the interests of their constituents (and their own interests) in the new constitution. It
is important to remember that the delegates, and their constituents, were the wealthier individuals
who were major holders of the federal debt accumulated during the Revolutionary War. Based
on this type of analysis, Beard (1935) concludes that the main reason delegates wanted to give
the federal government the power of taxation in the new constitution was to ensure the government's repayment of the debt that the delegates and their constituents were holding. No
written history of the discussion surrounding the federal government's power of taxation contains even a single mention of the overall economic impact, efficiency, or excess burden of
federal taxation. The federal government was given the power of taxation because it benefitted
the group of American citizens represented by delegates at the convention. As in many other
cases, special interest groups, here the debt holders, were successful in altering the structure of
government in their favor.21 Thus, simply because the federal government currently has the
power of taxation, and that the current system was adopted over the alternative, does not mean
that it is a more efficient, nor a social-welfare-enhancing, system of taxation relative to the one
present under the Articles.
Another example of this type of system is the financing structure of the current United
Nations Organization. In several respects, the U.N. may be viewed as a higher federal system
to which the U.S. belongs. The U.N. raises its revenue by assessing each member country a
certain proportion of the total budget based on the economic characteristics of the country. Each
country can then raise the money any way it wants. The U.N., however, sometimes has trouble
getting member countries to provide the money in a timely fashion because of its lack of
enforcement power.22 Throughout the history of the U.N., and even during the tenure of its
predecessor the League of Nations, a hotly debated issue has been whether to give the organization the power to directly tax the citizens of member nations. Many people believe that the
current system provides a valuable constraint against unwarranted growth of the U.N. system,
especially in the area of world income redistribution. If this is true, one must consider the
possibility that the framers of the U.S. Constitution, in giving the power of direct taxation to
the U.S. federal government, are partially responsible for removing the constraint that might
have prevented the U.S. federal government from adopting its massive income transfer orientation.23
Many times in the U.N. system, nations have used the threat to withhold their contributions
as a bargaining tool in the political process. Additionally, in the current U.N. system, nations
can easily withdraw from being members of the organization. This provides a valuable constraint
21Many people might believe that they had a legitimateclaim, but there were other ways to ensure repaymentwithout

giving the federalgovernmentthe power of taxation.Additionally,many people would arguethat other special interest
groups have legitimate claims. Thus, the legitimacy of the claim does not have a bearing on the argumentthat they
were a special interestgroup and that they alteredthe structureof governmentin their favor.
22 For discussionsrelatingto the system of U.N. financing,and suggestedreforms,see Mendez(1992) and UnitedNations
(1986, 1992).
23See Holcombe (1991) for a similar
argument.
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against the power of the U.N. to impose policies that are not in the interest of all nations.24It
is interesting to contrast this ease of withdrawal,and voluntary nature of membership,with
what happenedin the U.S. when the Southernstates attemptedto secede from the Union in the
early 1860s. These Southern states believed that a state had the right to withdrawfrom the
voluntaryassociationof states formedby the U.S. Constitution.In fact, the first state to secede,
South Carolina,did so throughan act repealing its 1788 ratificationof the U.S. Constitution,
negating a previous act, ratherthan as a new act proclaimingits independence(as was done by
colonies to begin the U.S. RevolutionaryWar). Clearly the U.S. federal governmentdid not
agree that states had this right. In the words of AbrahamLincoln, the U.S. Presidentat that
time, regardinghis view of the objective of the war, "My paramountobjective is to save the
Union, and not either to save or destroy slavery."25By precedent,the structureof the U.S.
federal system is clearly such that a state cannot threatento leave the Union to avoid payment
of its share of a federal tax. A state may, however, threatento withhold payment until a later
date, or just fail to pay the amountowed as its contributionto the federalgovernment.Although
this is possible, it is very unlikely. If the federal governmentcan design a system that fosters
the compliance of 250 million taxpayers,they can certainlydesign one that fosters the compliance of 50 taxpayers(the states).
A second alternativestructurethat not only allows state-onlytaxation,but also builds into
the system an enforcement mechanism, is the one taken by the federal government of the
ConfederateStates of America for its 0.5% propertytax levied during the early stages of the
American Civil War.Although the Confederategovernmentdid have the power to collect this
tax directly from individuals, it gave states the option to submit revenues that negated their
citizens' tax liability.26The states could raise this revenue any way they wanted, by actually
imposing the tax, by imposing anotherdifferenttax, by using existing revenues, or by borrowing.27This structureis relevantto the currentissue because undera system such as this, states
could choose whetherto keep theirmonopoly power of taxationor allow the federalgovernment
to tax the citizens of the state directly.28As an extra incentive to the states, the Confederate
government gave a 10% discount on the total tax liability to states choosing to submit the
revenues for their citizens. Only two of the states chose not to assume the paymentsof the tax,
and the ones who did assume the payments came up with the revenue by issuing state bonds
or by imposing other types of taxes. The 10% discount given to the states was much greater
than the actualcost of collecting the tax. In Mississippi, where the federalgovernmentcollected
The United Nations Educational,Scientific, and CulturalOrganization(UNESCO) is an interestingcase of nations
leaving a U.N. organization.In December 1984, the U.S. withdrewfrom UNESCO partiallybecause of the organization's rapid budget growth and partiallybecause of its anti-Westernorientation.Several other majornationsfollowed
the U.S. by also withdrawingfrom the organization,sendingits budgetinto disarray,and causing majorreformsin the
organization.
25The source for this
quote is Compton'sInteractiveEncyclopediafor Windows(on CD ROM), 1995 edition.
26Statute 3,
chapter23, sections 4 and 24, adoptedin 1861 by the ProvisionalCongress of the ConfederateStates of
America. For the full text of the statutessee ConfederateStates of America (1864). For a discussion of the finances
of the Confederacysee Schwab (1901) and Smith (1901).
27The U.S. federalgovernmentallowed states to collect the revenuesfor the tax bill of the Warof 1812 and also in the
Federaldirect tax of 1861 (Smith 1901). States only collected the revenues,however,and did not have the flexibility
to substitutealternativerevenue sourcesin these instances.
28Holcombe (1992) discusses the differences between the Confederateand U.S. Constitutionsand concludes that the
ConfederateConstitutioncontainedbetterconstraintsagainstthe government'sability to grantfavors to special interest
groups. Holcombe (1991) shows that the U.S. Constitutionrelaxed some of the constraintsimposed on the federal
governmentby the Articles, and the ConfederateConstitutionadded additionalconstraintsover the U.S. Constitution.
24
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the tax, the cost of collection was only two percent.29The Confederacy'soverall collection rate
for this tax was almost 100%.This structureof taxationadoptedby the Confederacyis important
because it shows that there is a way to allow for a system where only states levy taxes, but the
federal governmentis given an enforcementmechanism to overcome any free-riderproblems
with states not complying with requisitions.
A modern reform along these lines would be to adopt a law that a state could submit
revenues to the federal governmentto negate its citizens' tax liabilities on any one federal tax,
or all federal taxes. This would allow the state to keep its monopoly power of taxation if it
chose to submit the revenues directly, and it would also overcome the problem of the high
deadweightcost of federal taxes due to its inabilityto discriminateacross states when imposing
tax rates. For example, a mineral-richstate could levy higher severance taxes to collect the
revenue to offset citizens' federal personalincome tax liabilities.

7. Concluding Remarks
This paper has shown that allowing multiple levels of governmentthe power of taxation
is not the optimal way of financinga federal system of governments.When multiple levels of
government have the power of taxation, changes in the tax rate of one governmentdirectly
affect the revenues of other levels of governments. The presence of this intergovernmental
revenue externalityresults in a common pool problem and the resulting outcome is that tax
rates are higher than would be optimal. This not only implies a higher deadweight loss of
taxation, but also an inefficiency bias in government spending as each level of government
systematicallyunderestimatesthe cost of taxation.
Several alternativeinstitutionalstructuresinternalizethis externalityand resultin preferable
outcomes. The first allows only state governmentsthe power of taxation and the federal governmentraises its revenues throughcontributionsfrom the states. This is a practicalstructure
of governmentthat was actually used during the early history of the United States under the
Articles of Confederation.It is also analogousto the structurecurrentlyin practicein the United
Nations Organization.Thus, this paper also serves as an argumentfor why the U.N. and the
EuropeanUnion should not be given the power of taxation, both of which are policies that
repeatedlycome up for consideration.
A second alternativeis to allow states the option of submittingrevenues directly to the
federal governmentin lieu of the federal taxes levied on the citizens of the state. This was the
approachused by the ConfederateStates of America during the beginning of the American
Civil War.In fact, they encouraged states to do this by giving a discount if the money was
submitteddirectly from the state government.This system not only preserves the possibility of
a welfare-enhancingmove to state-only taxation,but it also builds into the system an enforcement mechanism under which the federal governmentmay overcome any free-riderproblems
with states that do not comply with federal revenue requisitions.Under either of these reforms,
state-level competition is also put to work in a way that reduces the welfare cost of raising
federal revenues.

29

Informationon this subjectis from Schwab (1901) and Smith (1901).
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Appendix: Derivation of the Graphical Ramsey Rule Model
The main results and characteristicsof the graphicalmodel of the Ramsey rule are derivedhere.
The Isoexcess-BurdenCurves
The standardexpression for the excess burdenof an ad valorem tax is EB = It2EQP and the marginalexcess
burdenwith respect to the tax rate (MEB) is MEB = dEB/dt = teQP. The excess burdenis positive and increasingin
the tax rate. The total excess burdenacross two states, A and B, is EB = EBA+ EBB.The isoexcess burdencurves can
be found throughtotal differentiation,dEB = MEBAdtA+ MEBBdtB. Setting dEB = 0 and solving for dtA/dtByields
dtA/dtB= -MEBB/MEBA= -MRSEB.This shows the rate at which the tax rates can be substitutedfor one another
leaving total excess burdenunchanged.Call this the marginalrate of substitutionin excess burden(MRSEB),which is
positive and increasingin each tax rate, yielding negatively sloped (and concave to the origin) isoexcess-burdencurves.
The Isorevenue Curves
Total tax revenue (for an ad valorem tax) is TR = tPQ where Q(t) and dQ/dt < 0. The marginalrevenue from
an increasein the tax rate (MR) is equal to the inverse of the slope of the Laffercurve, which is initially positive, goes
to zero at the revenue-maximizingtax rate, then becomes negative. The formulafor MR can be found throughdifferentiationof the TR equationwith respect to t, which is MR = dTR/dt = PQ + tP(dQ/dt).Because dQ/dt is negative,
MR is decreasing in the tax rate. Now the total revenue across the two states A and B is TR = TRA + TRB.The
isorevenuecurve can be found throughtotal differentiationdTR = MRAdtA+ MRBdtB.Setting dTR = 0 and solving
= -MRB/MRA= -MRSR. This shows the rate at which the tax ratescan be substitutedfor one
for dtA/dtByields dtA/dtB
anotherleaving totalrevenueunchanged.Call this the marginalrateof substitutionin revenue(MRSR),which is decreasing
in each tax rate when both taxes are on the lower portionof the Laffercurve (both MRAand MRBare positive), yielding
a negatively sloped (but convex to the origin) isorevenuecurve. When both taxes are on the backward-bending
portion
of the Laffer curve, the isorevenuecurve is also negatively sloped (both MRAand MRBare negative). When one is on
the lower portion of the Laffer curve while the other is on the backward-bendingportion (one MR is negative, one
positive), the isorevenuecurves are positively sloped. The inflectionpoints in the isorevenuecurves occur when either
(or both) MR are zero. This is when the tax rate is exactly at the peak of the Laffer curve and revenues are being
maximized.
The Ramsey Optimal Tax Rule
For the Ramsey optimaltax rule solution,the tangencyof both curves implies MRSEB= MRSR.Fromabove, these
= MEBB/MRB.Thus, the
= MRB/MRA,which can be equivalentlywritten as MEBA/MRA
are equal to MEBB/MEBA
marginalexcess burdenper dollar of marginaltax revenue must be equal across the two taxes. To derive the Ramsey
rule, equationsfor MEB and MR can be substitutedwith one exception.Standardderivationsof the Ramseyresultrequire
assuming that the second ordereffect in the MR equationis zero. Thus, for solution purposes,MR and MEB may be
= tAeA.Equationsfor MEBBand MRB
writtenas MRA= PAQAand MEBA= tAEAQAPA. Substitutionyields MEBA/MRA
can be derived similarly.Finally, equatingyields tAEA= tBEB.This solution can be writtenas tA/tB = EB/EA, which is the
familiarRamsey rule.
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